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SENSEable CITY GUIDE
WORLD MAP

Welcome to the SENSEable City Lab
- a cutting-edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people, and
technologies and investigates how
the ubiquity of digital devices and the
various telecommunication networks
that augment our cities, are impacting
urban living. With an overall goal
of anticipating future trends, we
bring together researchers from
over a dozen academic disciplines to
work on groundbreaking ideas and
innovative real-world demonstrations.
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Each academic year, the SENSEable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop. The
workshop seeks to provide pragmatic,
technological solutions that address
a key concern of urban living.
The SENSEable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.

R
B

SENSEable CITY LAB - MIT - BOSTON
SCL1 / The SENSEable City Laboratory
Fact Sheet
SCL2 / The SENSEable City as a
Cybernetic Mechanism of Sensing,
Analysis and Actuation
SCL3 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of [Crowd-]Sensing

SCL4 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Actuation:
Networks and Neo-Cyborgs
SCL5 / The SENSEable City
and Mechanisms of Data
Analysis and Computation
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Rio is a city of stark contrasts. These
contrasts exist across multiple
dimensions: the socio-economic
condition of residents; the formal
or informal structuring of the built
fabric, businesses and services;
and the levels of personal safety.
These dichotomies are especially
apparent when we consider that
the city of Rio de Janeiro offers 75%
of the metropolitan area’s jobs, yet
houses only half of its population.
Within this context transportation,
specifically the mobility of people,
goods and information is key
to overcoming the spatial, and
perhaps even social, divisions.
Rio’s new cable car system is a good
example of the agency of mobility.
When it began operation in 2011, its
target users were rather different
from the other cable car traveling up
Sugar Loaf Mountain. Instantly, the
system brought public transportation
to approximately 300,000 people
living in the Complexo do Alemao,
one of Rio de Janeiro’s largest
favelas. There, it provides access to
a densely populated hilly district of
narrow, steep roads that is difficult
to serve by conventional means of
transport. Where a resident’s trip
from the train station at the end of
Alemao once required a two and a
half hour walk can now be covered
in 16 minutes, free of charge. At the
same time, the six stations house
a variety of community amenities
such as a library. Construction of
the cable car took place while the
process of pacification was still
underway, a coordinated military
action that sought to drive out
drug gangs from favelas and ensure
the protection of civic rights by
police, completed in Alemao in
November 2010. The Alemao cable
car project clearly illustrates how
in Rio, questions of transportation

are intertwined more deeply than
elsewhere with social, economic
as well as safety related issues.
Within this context, the students
that participated in the Rio
workshop developed a brief
which guided them in the design
process and which is articulated
in the following key points:
Coordination of mobility
Fifty percent of the city’s travel is
undertaken on public transport,
with an additional one third made
by foot or bicycle. Although there
are high levels of public transit
use, private automobile use is also
growing rapidly, as highways have
enabled suburban sprawl throughout
the metropolitan region. New
forms of coordination between the
region’s many, and often competing,
transit operators will be necessary
to improve route and scheduling
resources. In this regard, Rio has
recently introduced the ‘Bilhete
Unico’ smartcard system that reduces
the barriers to intermodal travel.
Zones of transition
The projects should focus on
“zones of transition” between the
formal and informal, whether it
is settlements, transportation,
or socio-economic groups.
Connecting layers
of digital information
and the physical urban fabric
Project interventions should
improve access to information by
employing widely accessible digital
technologies for the sharing of
knowledge among and between
citizens, authorities, mobility
systems, and urban infrastructure.

As part of the workshop the students
visited Rio to better understand the
city and gather information from
interactions with local authorities,
companies and inhabitants that
would inform their projects. In these
encounters the enthusiasm and
motivation could be clearly felt for
wanting to harness the opportunity
of the upcoming 2014 FIFA World
Cup and the 2016 Olympic games to
tackle some of the city’s challenging
issues in a sustainable ways.
Along the lines of the brief, the
seven students that participated
in the Rio de Janeiro workshop
developed a series of adaptive
urban systems that point to new
opportunities for mobility in Rio.
Slobodan Radoman activates the
roofs of Complexo de Alemao, which
are visible to cable car passengers
and in turn serve as points of
communication and navigation
within, and between, the favela
and the city at large. Jay Gordon’s
project Grassroutes addresses the
numerous formal and informal
transportation systems of Rio by
providing real time information on
available connections. While much
attention has been on improving
access for favela dwellers to formal
parts of the city, Afian Anwar focuses
on how to facilitate exploration of
favelas by generating, and publishing,
digital traces of people’s paths.
Karina Silvester’s project Proximo
Onibus builds on Rio’s existing bus
infrastructure while providing real
time information on occupancy levels,
and turning every bus itself into an
interface to better explore the vast
bus network. Several students also
speculated on the new opportunities
offered by the data generated by
the city’s recently implemented
Bihete Unico smartcard system.
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By Kristian Kloeckl
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Aristodimos Komnios leverages the
recently deployed infrastructure of
the Bilhete Unico smartcard in his
project to provide further location
sensitive services to visitors in Rio. Ira
Winder’s project Trip Gini explores the
flows of economic wealth through
people’s movements as the basis
for a tool to understand issues of
social welfare. Michela Lumaga’s
project Anthropolis transforms
data from subway passengers into
visualizations unveiling the diversity
of origins of travelers present in
proximity, to raise awareness for
public transport as a means of
bridging socio-economical gaps.

These seven projects are the result
of trajectories that led the students
to gradually better understand
the complexity of milieu within
which they were operating. By
exploring the dialectic between
these social dynamics and new
possibilities offered by technology,
the design process creates a
synthesis that gives form to new
mobility scenarios for the Cidade
Maravilhosa, the marvelous city.

R1
Open Rio
by Afian Anwar

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
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OPEN RIO
Open Rio is a proposal for a physical
digital intervention that visualizes
and maps the interactions of visitors
to favelas in real time. It provides
a way to track the paths made by
different people as they explore the
favela, and overlays this information
with data on events (e.g. parties,
or happy hour at bars) and the GPS
traces of community police forces
as they patrol the favela, thereby
providing a real time snapshot
of where visitors in the favela go,
what they do, and the relative
safety of their environment.
CHALLENGE: BRIDGING
THE FORMAL AND INFORMAL
Rio de Janeiro is an amazing city, but
it is also a city of stark contrasts; it is
not uncommon to find ultra-modern
high rise apartments next to beautiful
beaches overlooking informal
settlements, or favelas. Although
people living in these favelas readily
integrate with the rest of the city,
the same cannot be said of Rio’s
middle and upper classes, who still
shun the favelas because they are
perceived as dangerous and unsafe.
While this was true for most of Rio
de Janeiro’s modern history, the
Brazilian government has in recent
years successfully pacified the favelas
and restored security, particularly in
smaller favelas such as Santa Marta
and Pavao Pavaozinho. However,
the often misleading perception of
favelas persists, and overcoming this
bias represents one of the greatest
challenges in bridging the formal
and informal parts of the city.

group does not share the same
preconceptions of favelas held by
their local counterparts, and for many
of them, the recent pacification and
subsequent gentrification of favelas
and their surrounding neighborhoods
have made these areas desirable
and hip places to live, work and
play in. This effect is even more
pronounced in the smaller, more
well known favelas such as Santa
Marta and Pavao, where massive
public infrastructure improvements
in water, sewage, electricity and even
wifi connections have been made
ahead of the 2016 Olympic Games.

How can we open
up the favelas and
integrate them
into the wider
urban fabric of Rio
De Janeiro and
encourage people
to visit, explore,
and interact with
favelas and their
residents?

In these favelas, tourism and local
commerce (e.g. favela tours and
parties) have quickly replaced the
previous commercial activities and
it is in these favelas that we intend
to first implement Open Rio. It is
intended to demonstrate to the rest
of the world that these areas are
both safe and accessible, shown
by the real time trails made by
visitors as they explore the favela.
STRATEGY
Open Rio works by changing
peoples’ perception of a place by
providing them with open access
to information. At present, most
people in Rio perceive the favelas as
a blank spot on the map. They do not
know what goes on in the favelas
so even if conditions improve and
they become safer, their negative
perception towards favelas persists.
But with OpenRio, as people explore
the favela, their paths through the
favela will be displayed on a digital
map for all to see. Over time, new
paths are created and old paths fade
away, sending a strong message
that not only are certain routes
through the favela popular and well
traveled, but when combined with
information on police patrols and
real time events, that these routes
are both safe and interesting.

OBJECTIVE
Despite the notoriety of favelas, one
group of affluent Cariocas (Rio de
Janeiro residents) remain undeterred.
These are the foreigners, typically
from the United States or Europe,
who are either expatriates working
in Rio or visitors living there in the
short-term. Having arrived in Rio in
large numbers only recently, this

(Previous page) Favela Pavão Pavaozinho, example
of small (less than 2,000 residents)
favela that is safe and ideal for the immediate
implementation of Open Rio.
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
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Open Rio uses two unintrusive
methods to locate and track the
positions of smart phones (and their
owners) as they move within the
favela.
The first method uses the Open Rio
smartphone application, which
records the user’s GPS location in
the background and uploads this
data to a central Open Rio server for
processing and analysis.
The second relies on a passive
network of wifi access points located
throughout the favela. In favelas
such as Santa Marta, government
authorities and community
organizations have set up free public
wifi throughout the favela. When
connected, each smartphone provides
the router with a unique device ID, a
timestamp and the anticipated data
transfer rate (which is represented
as signal strength), which when
properly calibrated, can be used to
infer how far the smart phone is from
the router. If all the routers in the
favela are correctly synchronized,
the wifi connection can be “handed
off” to one another resulting in an
uninterrupted wifi connection as the
visitor moves through the favela.

You decide to visit Favela Santa Marta and have
a Caprinha at a bar located at the top of the hill.
Because it is a nice day, you decide to walk up the
hill instead of taking the tram.

By connecting these wifi access
points together in a distributed
network and sharing the data each
router collects online in a shared
database, you can use triangulation
to infer specific trajectories taken
by each person with a smartphone
through the favela. By cross
referencing the device IDs in the
database, you can distinguish paths
made by regulars (whose devices
appear daily) and visitors (whose
devices appear infrequently).

Popular paths
grow in size and
intensity while
infrequently
used paths decay
and eventually
disappear
entirely.

The paths made by visitors can
then be visualized on a server-side
generated map, with popular paths
growing in size and intensity as more
and more people use them while less
popular paths decay and eventually
disappear entirely. In this way, a
crowd sourced map of the unofficial
routes and off the beaten tracks is
generated, helping people navigate
and guide them to destinations of
interest.
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As you walk through the favela, you decide to
share your location and the path you take using
the Open Rio app. The app retrieves your GPS
location in the background and uploads this information to a central server for post processing.
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If your GPS reception is poor or you do not have
a 3G data plan in Rio, you can switch to wifi and
connect to any one of Santa Marta’s free public
wifi networks. When you do so, your smartphone
shares important details with the wifi router such
as signal strength, device ID and a timestamp.

This data can be collected by individual wifi
routers and uploaded to Open Rio’s servers in the
cloud. Using the principle of triangulation, the
path you took through the favela can be inferred
and cross referenced with the paths taken by
others.

The Open Rio server keeps track of path popularity
(how many people use it per day) and frequency
(when was the last time someone used it)

15
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The Open Rio server is essentially a database that
associates unique smartphone device IDs with
the paths taken by their owners. By distinguishing
between smartphones that appear regularly and
those that appear infrequently, you can differentiate the paths made by people living in favelas from
those made by visitors. It is the latter group that
we are interested in.
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The end result is a dynamic map of the “elephant
paths” made by visitors exploring the favela. Paths grow
as more people use them and shrink with disuse. You
can choose to follow established routes or if you are
feeling adventurous, try a less well traveled (but perhaps
more interesting) route.
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
The Open Rio map for each favela
will be displayed prominently at its
entrance, inviting visitors to enter the
favela and explore further, using the
trails of previous visitors as a guide.
The real time nature of Open Rio rules
out the use of static displays, so we
instead propose using the façade of
the favela as a digital canvas on which
to project our map, thereby giving
both residents and visitors a real time
snapshot of pedestrian movement
and interaction throughout the
favela.
High resolution projectors linked to
networked laptops will power these
displays, with the laptop syncing with
the Open Rio server to update the
map in real time.
The goal of these public displays
is to reach out to the people of Rio
and encourage them to discover the
favela for themselves by making their
own path on the map.

18

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
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There are three use cases for personal
interaction with the Open Rio system.
The first use case is for navigation
within the favela, which can be
difficult if you do not have a 3G data
plan or a GPS device. Almost everyone
however, has a smartphone with wifi
connectivity, and when connected
to the free, pervasive wifi network in
the favela, the Open Rio app on your
smartphone will use signal strength
data from the nearby wifi access
points to accurately triangulate
your position, and guide you to your
destination using the paths created
by previous visitors.
You can select paths based on
popularity or estimated travel time,
so if you are feeling adventurous you
could choose a quicker, but less well
traveled path over a more popular but
longer route.

The second use case involves
enhancing your trip through the
favela by using the augmented
reality capabilities of the Open Rio
app to see a digital overlay of the
paths generated by users that you
can either choose to follow or ignore,
blazing your own trail for others to
follow.
The third use case is via the Open
Rio website, which allows you to
post geotagged event information
or annotate your trip through the
favela. The website will also allow
you to browse the (anonymous) paths
created by others, and see how these
paths change over time.

19
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AFIAN ANWAR
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Afian Anwar is a graduate student
in Civil Engineering at MIT whose
research interests lie at the
intersection of computer science,
transportation and urban planning.
His most recent work involves
building a real time control system
to algorithmically allocate taxis in
Singapore by combining passenger
demand and taxi supply data with
machine learning techniques to
develop a decision engine that directs
taxi drivers to where they are needed
most.
Previously, he worked on the
LIVE Singapore project to analyse
and visualise data generated by
Singapore’s transport network with
the aim of evaluating new mobility
solutions for urban settings in and
beyond Singapore.
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RIOTAP Rio de Janeiro’s travel companion
by Aristodimos Komninos
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
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INTRODUCTION
Cities are constantly generating
and emitting real-time data and
information. There are various ways
to browse this data, but in most cases
it is accessible only through digital
devices and visible through their
displays. The quantity and variety
of data is of such magnitude that
if it was possible to visualize it in a
physical fashion, it would result in
a spectacular visual constellation.
Public display and access to this sea
of information could constitute the
contemporary monument for the city
of tomorrow.
But, why is the information
important to represent, extract, and
interact with? Other than achieving
unprecedented speeds and ease
of access for our everyday tasks,
the sharing of information on a
digital platform makes possible: the
retrieval of knowledge, data and
commodities that would otherwise
be over-expensive or even impossible
to lay hands on. For example, a
sophisticated part of machinery
that is manufactured in Japan and is
available only to local and specialized
markets, that may not be available
to the regular consumer without the
existence of an on-line trading service.
The main advantage of the digital
realm in contrast to the physical is
the flexibility between the different
means of interaction with spatial
entities that are either difficult, or
completely impossible to achieve as
a regular observer from the ground
level. Web browsing, for example, has
established specific spatial standards
on how we perceive the world and
the market. For instance each time
someone enters a web page, a digital
space is generated that is perfectly
rigid on a digital basis but which
is totally unrelated to the physical
world. That is, one recognizes and
is familiar with the digital space of
amazon.com, but never really enters
a physical space with bookshelves or
salesmen.

Today, it is possible to project that
information on the physical world,
through technologies like Augmented
Reality (AR). However, the experience
of “browsing” is narrowed down to
the optical angle imposed by the
street level as well as the display size
of the digital device the observer
is using (tablet, smartphone, etc.).
Notably, this browsing experience is
only possible if the observer owns
such a digital device and the services
necessary for this application. This
limitation raises the question: Is there
a way to activate a physical data
browser, open to the public and as
powerful and interactive as Google
maps or amazon? Can this physical
data browser be formalized as a new
piece of urban infrastructure? The
digital city could undertake the role of
the medium between the formal and
informal city. The city browser would
act as an agent that would bridge
the economic and social interaction
between the two worlds.

In the last 40 years the world we
live in has been transformed into an
endless digital platform that co-exists
with our physical world. The stuff that
surrounds us have a personality. In
fact, they have a double personality:
their actual visual being and their
digital duality. That means that
other than being palpable, visible,
colorful, ugly, stinky or tasty, they
carry a package of metadata allowing
them to be traceable, quantifiable
and intractable entities within a
secondary network overlapping the
city.
The apotheosis of this process was
achieved through the credit system
and the card culture. A typical MIT
student will make more than 70% of
their financial transactions through
cards (credit, debit, or TechCASH) Can
this process be reversed? Is it possible
for physical acts to interact with the
digital world? How is it possible for
behaviors and motions to combine
enabling digital processes with
limited use of digital devices?

RioTap is a platform that provides
exciting travel services using
the Bilhete Unico smartcard.

HOW DOES RIOTAP WORK?

RioTap is a platform that uses the new
transportation smartcard of Rio de
Janeiro, also known as Bilhete Unico,
to provide exciting travel services for
every visitors to Rio.

RioTap operates on two simultaneous
levels:

RioTap is an idea that transforms a
typical transportation smartcard into
a guiding tool that, besides mobility,
connects its holder to places, events
and people. The main advantage of
Bilhete Unico compared with other
transportation cards is that it is
exclusively linked to one person, since
passport or similar identification is
required for the purchase of the card.
Therefore by collecting personal data
on the individual user, the RioTap
system can provide personalized
recommendations for potential
destinations around the city.

1. It feeds the user with live
information and updates about
potential destinations that match
their personal profile combined with
their current activity or location.
2. It also collects all places, events,
and people the user comes across,
on a digital personal log, that can be
accessed online and transformed into
a state of the art travel photo book,
binding the Rio experience into a
single item.
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RIOTAP

Tap To Trip

Cidade Nova

Cidade Nova

Cidade Nova

Pao De Acucar

SCG RIO DE JANEIRO 2 / R2 / RIOTAP

Tips will be sent to the user’s device everytime
the card is tapped on a place or used on a means
of transport, encouraging the user
to tap even more

Cidade Nova
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Nationality-based
Recomendations
enter the 3letter code of
your country
KLP
thank you!
here are some
suggestinos:

Lapa
23:00
Tonight
Free Drinks

Bus Stop: Santos
10:30
Sunday
Favela Tour

Olympic Stadium
Today - 20:00
A. C. Simons
100m Final

Tap To Tip

Copa Cabana

Ipanema

Sao Conraado

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
RI

RI

TAP

your Bilhete Unico is now your travel companion

TAP

your Bilhete Unico as
your travel companion

Proﬁle

MyPlaces

Search RioTap

MyPeople

MyEvents

Share

Reﬁll Card

RioBook

Settings

Adjust your Personal Proﬁle
Bilhete Unico Number:

Hi! What’s your name?

674 - 342 - 894 - 325

Type your Bilhete Unico number

upload your
profile picture
take a snapshot

Choose your language
Where are you from?
What is your profession?

Share

What brings you to Rio?
Where are you staying?
What is your budget

The inteface of RioTap platform: The account is activated by typing
the number found on Bilhete Unico Card.

The more personal data and preferences the user provides, the more
personalized the RIOTAP recmmendations will become.

Complexo Da Mare

Maracana

Bring your swimsuit!
22:00
Saturday
Beach Party
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ACTIVATION & PERSONALIZATION
RioTap will be available to all visitors
coming to Rio right when they arrive
at the airport. The card will have a
mobile number written on its surface,
and just sending an sms text to this
number will activate the account.
The airport and other central public
spaces will be equipped with RioTap
display devices that will allow the
user to activate and manage their
account.
When activating their account,
visitors will be asked to enter some
personal data. According to the

profile and preferences selected
by the user, the system will filter
existing information, resulting in
more personalized recommendations
for potential destinations while
associating the user with other
registered visitors that have matching
characteristics, building a network of
people with common interests that
are currently in Rio. For example a
French visitor staying in the area of
Santa Teresa for Rio’s 2016 Olympic
Games that registers into the system
will receive information on how to
optimize their trips between Santa
Teresa and the sport venues that
French athletes take part in. It will

also connect them to the network of
other French visitors to the Olympics
and keep them posted on relevant
collective group events.
Every time the user taps their card
on a reader, tips will be sent to their
device. Therefore the more you tap
the more you get tipped. Moreover,
when the card is used for commuting,
the system, by recognizing the
location and destination, will provide
information about places along the
route. Therefore, again, the more you
trip the more you get tipped.
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RioTap devices installed in the National Gallery. In such cases RioTap devices can undertake additional roles, such as audio guides for the visitors of the museum

URBAN
INTERACTIONS

the platform will be available also
through smartphones, applications
and the web.

INFRASTRUCTURE
BILHETE UNICO SMART CARDS
The city will be equipped with simple
RFID readers where Bilhete Unico
can be tapped. When that happens,
the system will process the current
location of the user in combination
with their personal profile and log,
and provide them with customized
information about their current
location, as well as potential
destinations, and events. The
recommendations and suggestion
features of RioTap remain available
through simple sms text but of course

Bilhete Unico is a typical
transportation smartcard with RFID
features that carry an identification
code that is linked to the unique
account of the cardholder. This
identification code is activated every
time a RFID reader reads the card.
RFID CARD READERS
RFID card readers broadcast the
identification codes of the cards that

Public-Existing: RioTap
platform also integrates
its features in the existing
equipment found throughout
the transportation network.

are read through the device through
cellular technology to a central server.
The wireless cellular technology
allows for the devices to be installed
anywhere without the requirement of
any existing infrastructure.
RioTap will make use of both new and
existing RFID readers. The existing
readers are located throughout
the metropolitan transportation
network such as in metro stations and
buses. The new readers will be either
installed in public spaces, institutions
(museums) or privately owned spaces,
like bars and restaurants. However,
inspired by the yellow color and
round shape of the existing RFID
readers, all RioTap equipment and

Public-Enhanced: Existing
urban infrastructure, like
phonebooths and street
poles, can accomodate
RioTap devices
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Stand-Alone Device, in a bar.

interface will inherit and enhance this
existing design.
RFID readers are also combined with
displaying devices. Displaying devices
allow users, who do not have access
to smartphones or web browsers, to
manage their online data. Displaying
devices feature varying technologies
depending on the place that they are
installed. RFID Reader and Displaying
Devices are either new or existing
and according to their location, are
distinguished into:
Public
Public RFID Readers are mainly
located within the transportation
network (metro stations, buses), and

on the streets (poles, phone booths
and bus stations). The displaying
devices that are found within the
public spaces are designed in a way
that offers proection from weather
conditions and vandalism. Therefore
RioTap makes use of both existing and
new displaying devices, such as the
ticket-purchasing machines found
in the metro stations, the screen
of buses’ RFID readers and special
screens that can be installed in the
advertisement framing of the bus
stations.

time closed and controlled, more
sophisticated devices can be installed.
The project proposes a stand-alone
touch screen with recognizable form
and sophisticated ergonometrics.
Stand alone devices.
These devices are small items that
can be easily installed in any private
or public space, such as restaurants,
bars, or libraries, however they
maintain the characteristic yellow
color and round shape of the RioTap
RFID readers.

Semi-Public
In public spaces like airports and
museums, which are at the same

Semi-Public: Iteractive
devices are installed
in controlled public spaces,
such as airports
and museums

Public: Displays
integrated
in bus stops
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AIRPORT

NITEROI

SAMBODROMO

SANTA MARTA

COPA CABANA

Everytime the user taps their Bilhete Unico Card, a new record is created on their digital account. All the places are stored and remain available to review,
while they record the visitor’s itinerary and shape their personal Rio Map.

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

The central server receives the data
from the RFID readers. The data are
stored and updated in users’ digital
accounts and the server’s central
database. Finally, the data are
processed in combination with the
existing datasets of all the registered
users and places and the system
generates feedback data that are
sent to the user in the form of sms
messages or application notifications.

Smartphone application
The smartphone application will
encompass all the interaction made
possible through sms, however, there
will be additional features such as
live snapshots and commentary on
the locations the user has tapped
their Bilhete Unico. This data will be
automatically stored on their digital
account and can be later processed
or embedded in their RioBook. The
application will also offer full access
to the web interface of their account.

SMS
SMS messages will be the basic
interface between the user and
RioTap platform. The interface will
provide most of the possibilities
offered through successional sms
messages and replies from the user.

RI

Back

TAP

Done

Take a snapshot
Location

Niterói Contemporary
Art Museum

Info

The Niterói Contemporary
Art Museum (Museu de
Arte Contemporânea de

Tickets

Map

People

Edit

More

Tapping a place: 1. Tap Bilhete Unico on the device, 2. An SMS reaches your phone showing information on this location as well as additional recommendation
for relevant places. In case of smartphones the information some in the form of new log on user’s account, while allowing users to add on-spot pictures
and comments
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THE CENTRAL SERVER

USERS INTERFACE
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WEB INTERFACE
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RioBook
On a second level, all the places and
events attended by the user, will
be stored on their personal digital
account. That will allow the visitor to
review all the places they have been
and, most importantly, will give them
the possibility to print their personal
RioBook. RioBook is a customizable
print edition that illustrates all the
places where Bilhete Unico has been
tapped, using either pictures from
existing digital libraries (like Picassa

Web interface can either be accessed
through a regular web browser or a
smartphone. It offers an overview of
the user’s preferences, log of places,
related people and RioBook page.
Through the web interface the user
can add or edit their personal profile,
post-process their log of places,
interact with their network of peers
and edit or purchase their personal
RioBook.

RI

TAP

and Panoramio) but mainly from the
pictures uploaded by the user. The
platform will also allow the user to
customize the description of each
place, their personal reflections, the
chapter order and more. RioBook
is an additional incentive that
encourages visitors to tap their
Bilhete Unico card. It makes sure that
all the Rio experience is gathered in
a single place and can be revisited or
reproduced at anytime!

your Bilhete Unico as
your travel companion

Proﬁle

MyPlaces

Search RioTap

MyPeople

MyEvents

Share

Reﬁll Card

RioBook

Settings

Review the places you have visited
By Date By Kind By Rating

Search Places

Rio de Janeiro International Airport

04.05.2012 - 12:30

Lapa Metro Station

04.05.2012 - 14:17

Bruno Grill

04.05.2012 - 16:23

Cristo Redentor

upload your pictures

Christ the Redeemer (Portuguese: Cristo Redentor), is a statue of
Jesus Christ in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; considered the largest Art Deco
statue in the world and the 5th largest statue of Jesus in the world. It
is 39.6 metres (130 ft) tall, including its 9.5 metres (31 ft) pedestal, and
30 metres (98 ft) wide.
write your own story

Museu Nacional de Bellas Artes

Review and edit your place log.

05.05.2012 - 20:45
06.05.2012 - 10:12

ADVANTAGES & MOTIVATIONS

RI

TAP

regardless of age or technical skill
and does not require the user to
be familiar with any social media
technology.

your Bilhete Unico as
your travel companion

Search RioTap

EDIT AND PURCHASE
YOUR PERSONAL RIOBOOK:
Proﬁle

MyPlaces

MyPeople

MyEvents

Share

Reﬁll Card

RioBook

Settings

Edit and order you personal RioBook
1. Choose a book size

RI

TAP

your Bilhete Unico as
Large Hardcover
your travel companion

Square Paperback

Landscape Paperback

Passport Search RioTap

2. Choose one of our covers or upload your own

1. Choose format
Proﬁle

MyPlaces

MyPeople

MyEvents

Share

Reﬁll Card

RioBook

Settings

Edit and order your personal RioBook
Monday 07.05.2012

Search Places

Niteroi Contemporary...

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Niterói Contemporary Art Museum
upload your pictures

05.05.2012 - 20:45
Preview

write your own story

Edit

Christ the Redeemer (Portuguese: Cristo Redentor), is a statue of
Jesus Christ in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; considered the largest Art Deco
statue in the world and the 5th largest statue of Jesus in the world. It
is 39.6 metres (130 ft) tall, including its 9.5 metres (31 ft) pedestal, and
30 metres (98 ft) wide.

RI

TAP

your Bilhete Unico as
your travel companion

Search RioTap

2. Edit content

Proﬁle

MyPlaces

MyPeople

MyEvents

Share

Reﬁll Card

RioBook

Settings

Edit and order your personal RioBook
Monday 07.05.2012

Niteroi Contemporary...

Search Places

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Niterói Contemporary Art Museum
upload your pictures

3. Preview and order.

write your own story

05.05.2012 - 20:45
Preview

Edit
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The motivations for visitors to
tap their cards are also translated
into motivations for owners and
institutions to install RioTap readers
in the places that they manage.
Tapping a place will attract more and
more Bilhete Unico holders, making
this place more and more popular. The
main advantage of RioTap platform
against already existing digital
platforms that are also related to

places (like Foursquare, Facebook,
Google, or Yelp) is that it is digital but
local at the same time. It features
most of the characteristics of the
known social media but, having as a
given that anyone in Rio owns that
card, filters places and people much
more efficiently. Besides that, only
basic digital devices are required,
such as conventional mobile phones,
since the basic interaction is realized
through simple sms messages.
Finally, it addresses all of Rio’s visitors
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ARISTODIMOS KOMNINOS
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Aristodimos Komninos was born
in June, 1984 in Athens. He studied
Architecture at the National Technical
University of Athens, and he holds
a Diploma of Architect-Engineer. He
has lived for a year in Porto, Portugal,
where he studied Architecture in
the “Universidade Fernando Pessoa”
through the Erasmus Program.
He has worked for several design
and architecture firms, NGOs and
a bar. He is currently a SMArchS Architecture and Urbanism Candidate
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He has visited over 20
countries around the world and there
are about 175 more to go. He still
thinks it is possible to visit all of them.

R3
TripGINI
by James Ira Winder

Hi, I’m Gini! It looks like you’re trying
to solve income disparity in your city.
Let’s get started!

TripGINI
TripGINI makes sense of Bilhete Unico
and census data to draw important conclusions
about flows of wealth
in Rio de Janeiro.

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT

Pooling of Wealth in Rio de Janeiro
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of Wealth in Rio de Janeiro
POOLING OFPooling
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BACKGROUND
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Pooling of Wealth in Rio de Janeiro
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Rio de Janeiro is blessed with a
booming economy, but the sudden
influx of wealth has exacerbated
income inequality. Brazil’s Gini
Coefficient, an interval measure of
economic equality, has been gradually
worsening since the 1960s¹.
In the face of extreme income
inequality, Rio authorities have
created a buffet of policies aimed
at redistributing wealth to the
city’s most impoverished residents,
particularly those living in informal
settlements called favela. Rio’s
favelas tend to house a growing
population of perpetually low-income
households with limited access to
transportation and job opportunities.
In addition, favelas tend to be built
on land of lower value and, in some
cases, are dangerous to occupy.
Until recently, favelas were seen as
non-permanent settlements that
would eventually be demolished.
However, recently, Rio authorities
have taken measures to instead
lift existing favelas out of poverty
through infrastructure and policy.

poorest 50%

richest 50%

richest 50%

Wealth
Generation
Wealth
Generation
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Future Goal
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Future Goal
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$$$
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$$$
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$$$ 50%
poorest 50%
richest 50%

richest 50%

1 2007 National Sample Household Survey.
Brazilian Institute for Geography and Statistics.
2 Carius, Tatiana. Rio de Janeiro State
Transportation Secretariat.

The implementation of a generous
subsidy for mass transportation,
the Bilhete Unico program, has,
perhaps, been one of Rio’s most
comprehensive and progressive
policies for redistributing wealth.
Though somewhat complicated, the
essence of the policy is to give poor
and unemployed citizens better
access to jobs. With better jobs, they
can earn more income and have the
flexibility to move to safer housing if
they so desire.

Rio distributes this subsidy through
an integrated metro smartcard
called the Bilhete Unico (BU), which is
managed by the Rio de Janeiro State
Transportation Secretariat (SETRANS).
With this card, the individual price of
all transit trips, including transfers,
are capped at $4.95 BRL ($2.60 USD).
The remainder of the trip cost is then
directly paid to bus, ferry, subway,
and train companies by the State of
Rio. Moreover, the BU is Rio’s first realtime infrastructure for studying the

commuting habits of individual riders.
As we will see, the wealth of data
provided by the BU is in fact what
makes TripGini possible.
As of March 31, 2012, the BU was used
for 27% of all trips in the State of Rio,
while subsidies cost the State of Rio
about $1.1 million BRL per day. When
fully utilized, the daily budget could
climb as high as $4.1 million BRL per
day². With such enormous amounts
of tax money going into the BU, Rio is
concerned about the sustainability
of the subsidy. Even worse, it is not
even clear by how much, if at all,
the subsidy is helping to remove
economic barriers and lift the poor
out of poverty.

$4.95 Fare

Fare: $4.95 +

Subsidy

$

State of Rio

A flat rate of $4.95 is applied to all trips for
individuals, irregardless of distance and the
number of transfers. Any remaining fare is
subsidized by the State of Rio.
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The wealth of data provided
by Bilhete Unico is what
makes TripGini possible.
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OBJECTIVES
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1 — Use data from the Bilhete Unico
to facilitate a better understanding
of how wealth is distributed and
transferred between different areas
and individuals of Rio de Janeiro.

TripGINI

2 — Use this new understanding
of wealth distribution to identify
specific strategies by which the
government and citizens of Rio can
alleviate extreme income inequality.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

TripGini offers a unique way of analyzing metro smartcard
data to reveal closed communities of wealth in Rio. It enables
the government of Rio to save money by optimizing existing
policy aimed at redistributing wealth (i.e. the Bilhete Unico
transit subsidy). For the public at-large, TripGini Central
shows
Rio and
how one’s locale interacts with Western
the citywide economy,
Favelas
furthermore, becomes an innovative tool for locating better
housing and job opportunities for those most in need.

Avg Inc

Avg Inc

$430

Western
Favelas
Avg Inc

$1275

Avg Inc

$956

Avg Inc

$1242

Central Rio

Avg Inc

$1034

Avg Inc

$2261

Santa
Teresa
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$754
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NETWORK ANALYSIS
AND THEORY
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At first, perhaps it is not obvious
how a vast network of trips can also
explain the distribution of wealth
throughout a city. To explain, let’s
first imagine an individual who lives
near station A, but works near station
B. Furthermore, let’s assume that
this person travels to work via mass
transit, and pays for said transit with
his or her metro smartcard. On a
typical day, that person will travel to
station B, earn a day’s salary, spend
some money along the way, and then
return home. Millions of individuals
in Rio follow this general model every
day, and the only reasonable proxy
we have to identify their behavior is
through the digital traces left by their
metro smartcard.
As our traveler moves through the
network, he or she is spending
and/or earning money along the
way. In other words, this person
is transferring wealth between
the economies of their origin and
destination. Such transfers are the
primary mechanism by which wealth

no additional wealth is added to the
system. The area around an isolated
station, however, may stagnate
and fall behind if other stations are
accumulating wealth at a faster rate.
In theory, individuals who travel
in the same cluster are more likely
to interact economically, since
people tend to both earn and spend
money in the urban areas that they
occupy. By this logic, two individuals
in different clusters are also less
likely to share wealth. If it can be
demonstrated that one cluster is
able to accumulate wealth faster
than the other, then a high level of
economic inequality between the two
clusters can be expected to evolve
over time. It is in Rio’s best interest
to detect areas of the city that exist
in perpetual isolation from the rest
of the city’s wealth, so that they can
take measures to integrate these
areas into the greater economy. By
generating such a cluster map in real
time and watching how it evolves,
Rio will have a proxy for judging if
and how wealth is being distributed.
Furthermore, the city may be able
to use TripGini as a basis for future
policy.

TripGINI infers how people
and wealth flow throughout Rio.
is redistributed in society. In Rio
de Janeiro, it so happens that most
transactions are paid directly to
another person or business, especially
for the for the low to moderate
income earners that we are analyzing,
so it is not unreasonable to assume
that areas where money is spent
are also the areas where wealth is
recaptured.
Our model produces a network
consisting of nodes and edges,
where every node is a station and
every edge between two stations
is in all likelihood a person that has
transferred some amount of wealth
between the two stations. We can
imagine that a dense network of
mutually well-connected stations
will, over time, distribute wealth quite
equally amongst themselves. They
may eventually reach equilibrium if

Clusters are called “trip communities,”
since they are derived from
individuals’ primary path of
commute. Trip communities are
not derived by spatial proximity to
each other, but rather their “tripconnectivity.” Two station nodes
are trip-connected when a rider’s
primary commute originates and
ends at the two stations. As more
individuals commute between
two nodes, more weight is given
to that trip-connection. We model
the transportation system as
nodes consisting of all possible
stations within the city. The sum
of a population’s trip connections
constitutes a network, which can
be organized into trip communities
through typical mathematical
methods of network cluster analysis.
The data needed for TripGini is quite
simple and already available through

Rio can detect
areas that exist
in perpetual
isolation from the
rest of the city’s
wealth.
the Bilhete Unico system’s 1 million
plus users. Though Rio only collects
data on travel origins (tap-ins),
destinations can easily be inferred for
a statistically significant sample of
the population by long-term analysis
of BU commuter data. If these stations
were to be reorganized and grouped
into trip community clusters, one
would be able to see an entirely new
map of Rio where the adjacency of a
two stations reflects flows of people
rather than spatial proximity.
When cross-analyzed with censuslevel income data, the intensity
of clustering begins to describe
why income inequality is the way
it is. Now that stations have been
clustered into trip communities,
we can now analyze statistical
characteristics of the stations’
locales. The primary data that we
will need is the census-level income
data, which will help is to describe
the Gini index of individual clusters
and compare them to the city as a
whole. Furthermore, variations in
the total and per capita wealth of
clusters will help to describe which
clusters are “rich” and which are
“poor.” The poorer clusters will
become important targets for policy
and analysis.

Rio de Janeiro’s mass transit network is
well-suited for analysis since it can be easily
rationalized into a network of “nodes” and
“edges.” The following diagram explains how
components of a trip network are indicative of a
wealth network.
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STEP 1: Rationalize Nodes

A
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aggregate
& abstract

B
B

Aggregation of Local Stations
Statistical Boundary

STEP 2: Rationalize Edges (Connections)

A

morning

infer regular
travel route

A

evening

A

B
B

B

Tap-in Data

HOME

Individual commuter route

A
B

Station of Home Locality

WORK

Station of Work Locality

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Network
Abstraction

STEP 3: Generate Trip Communities

A

Average
Income

B

B
A

$1242

$654

STEP 4: Infer Clusters of Wealth

$$$

Wealth
Well

$$$

Trip/Wealth Boundaries
Trip/Wealth Permeability
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TRANSPARENCY
AND CLARITY
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TripGINI is built upon a friendly and
robust platform that allows easy
collaboration and understanding
among government agencies.
Furthermore, users will be able to
explore the data at their own pace
and will be empowered to discover,
and test, new relationships between
wealth and mobility.
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APPLICATION
TO POLICY-MAKING
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Intuitively, we know that the poor are
significant
campaign
to
keptA
poor
by not being
able to access
the wealth
of the
city. If the map
improve
transportation
reveals
separateWestern
trip communities:
between
Favelas
say one cluster with low average
and
Central
Rio
is
the
first
income, and another cluster with
step
to improving
higher
average
income, weincome
might
conclude
that the
relative
equality
in Rio.
Seeincome
the
contained
within these
clusters is
map below
to interpret
quite different. If these clusters
theseparate
reality over
of these
remain
time, we can
clusters.
hardly
expect wealth to flow from
the richer cluster to the poor cluster.
We might further conclude that the
BU subsidy alone is not helping to
redistribute wealth in these areas,
and adjustments may be necessary.

Avg Inc

$754

$4

Avg Inc

$956

$

Trip Clusters / Wealth Wells

Avg Inc

Western
Favelas

Av

$1034

Central
Rio

!
In the example (top right), TripGINI
has identified a trip cluster of
western-most favelas that seems
particularly poor. Furthermore,
the algorhithm has identified that
riders who live in this cluster do not
commute to clusters of more wealth.
Both of these conclusions would
not have been possible without
such a joint analysis of area income
and transportation data. Based on
TripGINI’s discovery, it would be
prudent to complete a more in-depth
study and determine if it is feasible
to increase access to work outside of
this cluster.
*Data for Rio is made up to
demonstrate methodology.

Avg Inc

$754

Avg Inc

$430

Western
Favelas
Avg Inc

$1275

!
Avg Inc

$956

Avg Inc

$1242

Central Rio

Avg Inc

$1034

Avg Inc

$2261
Time sequence of one trip cluster
being “swallowed” by another.

t=0

t=1

t=2

Santa
Teresa
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A significant campaign to improve
transportation between these two
clusters could be the first step to
improving income equality in Rio.
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APPLICATION
TO INDIVIDUALS
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Wealth inequality in Rio is most
directly addressed by having people
acquire income from outside of
their community. This way, more
money begins to circulate in the local
economy.
TripGINI can easily combine regular
services like public employment
offices, Craigslist, and other job
databases to create a more fine
grained search algorithm. Job
searches are optimized to maximize
the benefit both to yourself and your
local economy. Sensitive information
about wealth inequality need not be
emphasized in citizen use.

The people most in need of job opportunities and information are also those without the latest in communications technology. Some favelas are beginning to
establish IT centers which can be used by local populations. If TripGINI were to be pre-loaded onto these machines, favela residents will not only have means to
search for jobs, but they will also be able to explore and understand the city in a way that they could not have done before.
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HOME
WORK

Find better work and/or
housing opportunities in
one of these neighborhoods
and get a discount on your
commute!

Search for housing
Search for job
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Western
Favelas
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DATA FOR PUBLIC
INSTALLATION
Imagine if everyone attending the
World Cup in 2014 could “tap-in”
to the stadium with their metro
smartcard. Spectators specify the
team that they’re routing for upon
entering the stadium, and the
following graphic could be generated
by the TripGINI platform.

INSTITUTIONAL
BACKING

Important Institutions for
Wealth Equality and
Interactions
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In order to make TripGINI feasible,
a few key institutions of Rio de
Janeiro need to work together to
share information in as close to
real time as possible. Once Bilhete
Unico and census data are available,
however, all that is left to do is create
the platform for the visualizations.
Companies that specialize in network

47

visualization could handle the task,
but the platform must have relevant
and robust features so that it can be
used first and foremost as a policy
tool for Rio de Janeiro. A summary
of institutions, their contacts, and
relevant data have been compiled
below.

Citizens

Tatiana
Carius

SETRANS

IBGE
Bilhete Unico
Individual Tap-ins

Census
Statistical Areas

Station Locations

Regional Income Stats

Ruth
Jurberg

Casa Civil
Housing Availability
Employment / Jobs

TripGINI

Craigslist/
Indep.
Provider
Housing Availability
Employment / Jobs

Systems Consultants
MIT Senseable City Lab
Challeneger Network
Visualization*
State of Rio
Operations
Center

Businesses
*http://www.q1000.ro/challenger/
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J. IRA WINDER
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Ira plans to receive his Master in
City Planning in the summer of 2013.
Before graduate school, he lived in
Japan, and worked as an architect in
Tokyo for over a year. As a graduate
student, he has collaborated on other
transportation projects including
clean transportation incentives for
MIT campus, and consultation for the
Boston Complete Streets Initiative.
The Rio project has been a
fascinating opportunity to meditate
on the numerous aspects of Rio
de Janeiro. Rio has a stunning,
vibrant culture, but the city must
solve many socio-economic and
environmental difficulties if it is
to remain a nice place to live. Ira’s
primary concern is to create an
innovative concept that is a honest
effort to address wealth inequality
in Rio.and loved a few years ago.

An early idea by Ira - Scenic Zip Line in Rocinha Favela

R4
Grassroutes
by Jay Gordon

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
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As Rio de Janeiro prepares to host the
2012 United Nations Conference on
Sustainable Development (Rio+20),
the 2014 FIFA World Cup, and the
2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games,
local, regional, and state government
is investing in transportation
infrastructure to accommodate
these events while mitigating some
of the area’s longstanding urban
challenges. Mobility investments seek
to relieve traffic congestion, improve
air quality, reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, inspire compact
mixed-use development, and help
relieve poverty by reconnecting
the often marginalized residents of
the city’s favelas to the rest of the
metropolitan area. Grassroutes helps
to achieve these goals by integrating
Rio’s existing sustainable transport
modes while providing a platform to
integrate future projects.

Presently public transportation
supports 50% of Rio’s travel, with
an additional one third occurring
by foot or bicycle, the city enjoys a
relatively low auto mode share of
16 percent. However, this seemingly
low level of vehicle use is still enough
to bring gridlock to the streets and
highways in the city center. Notably
newer highways in outlying areas
have inspired the rapid adoption
of private automobiles, which
has in turn triggered a wave of
unsustainable suburban sprawl. The
resultant pollution and congestion,
compounded by the challenges
of supplying water and sewage
infrastructure to these outlying areas,
have made compact development and
mobility top priorities.
Sustainable mobility can be achieved
through a variety of approaches
that fundamentally seek to: reduce
the number of vehicle miles
traveled, reduce the amount of
energy consumed per vehicle mile,
or through a combination of both.
Without changing existing land use
patterns, the first may be achieved
by using public or shared transport,
and the latter by using non-motorized
or lightweight vehicles. While
planned bus rapid transit (BRT) and
rail systems will provide sustainable
mobility, Rio already has a diverse set
of sustainable transport modes that,
if integrated, can begin to provide
sustainable mobility before ground is
broken on any new projects.
Transportation in Rio is as diverse
as the city’s topography and culture.
A variety of modes, public and
commercial; formal and informal;
fixed-route and demand-driven, serve
the metropolitan area, with some
services overlapping or competing
and others catering to the unique
socioeconomic and physical
attributes of specific neighborhoods.

Integrating Rio’s
transport
system from
the bottom up
The city’s metro system, for example,
offers rapid, high-volume service
in the city center, motorcycle taxis
serve the steep and winding streets
of Rocinha while providing a source
of short-term employment, and
gondolas or “telefericos” connect
the hilltops of the Complexo do
Alemão with minimal interference
with the informal street network
below. This diversity creates a rich
but fragmented and illegible set of
transport resources, which hampers
mobility and incentivizes the
unsustainable and often inequitable
use of private autos and taxis.
Grassroutes addresses this challenge
by providing the public with free,
technology-independent navigation
tools, which integrate the transport
systems through the provision
of intermodal and dynamic rider
information.
Rather than integrating Rio’s
transport modes from the top down—
through the financially and politically
burdensome act of regulating
or subsidizing the transport
sector—Grassroutes integrates
the system from the bottom-up:
by tracking existing services and
allowing informed consumers to
influence the transport network from
the demand side. By providing people
with journey-planning tools that
work across all of the city’s modes
of transport, riders can traverse
seemingly disconnected networks, in

a central server, which distills the
routes, frequencies, travel times, and
operating hours of each service.
The information from the network
model is used to generate a citywide travel map and to power an
interactive journey planner. The
diversity of incomes in the region
and the large volumes of visitors—
especially during Rio+20, the World
Cup, and the Olympics—necessitates
the provision of information across
a wide range of high- and low-tech
media. Smartphones, conventional
cell phones, and payphones are used
throughout Rio, and visitors have
varying levels of access to these
networks. The journey planner is
therefore provided across multiple

platforms, and static data is also
available online and in print media.
While many smartphone-based
transport applications require
riders to explicitly request service,
Grassroutes allows travelers to
interact more passively. A journey
planner may be consulted if desired,
and the customer may choose to
request a pickup from a demanddriven service (such as a motorcycle
taxi or shared van), but users without
smartphones—or without phones
of any kind—can consult the system
map and service summaries to plan
their journeys using one or more of
Rio’s transport modes.
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turn incentivizing transport operators
to provide better service and coverage
while disincentivizing redundancy.
At the core of Grassroutes is a
dynamically updated model of Rio’s
transport network, collected from a
variety of centralized and distributed
sources. Route and scheduling data
(and real-time information, such
as bus locations or the availability
of shared bicycles) are obtained
from the region’s public transport
modes directly. By contrast, private
bus companies or informal van or
motorcycle services are tracked by
GPS-enabled smart phones provided
by the operator. Each vehicle’s travel
history is cleaned and error-corrected
offline before being analyzed by
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Clockwise from bottom left: streetcar stop
in Santa Teresa; Metrô Rio station; SuperVia
commuter rail car; motorcycle taxis in Rocinha;
highway congestion near the city center; empty
bike-sharing station near Copacabana [photo:
Slobo Radoman]; gondolas or “telefericos” in
the Complexo do Alemão; Santa Marta residents
loading concrete into the favela’s funicular; Rio’s
ubiquitous “Orelhão” payphones [photo: Slobo
Radoman]; municipal buses in Ipanema
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Grassroots provides users with
information about all of Rio’s
transport modes, enabling riders
to seamlessly cross Rio’s extensive
networks transferring between the
region’s various services. By providing
information in static and interactive
formats, through various digital
and physical media, the system can
be used by a wide range of users with
varying levels of income and access
to technology.

The most technologically simple
interface is a static map and service
summary, similar to those published
by many city transport agencies
but it will include nearly all of Rio’s
transport modes. Fixed-route services,
such as bus routes or rail lines, are
displayed as lines on the map. The
service areas of demand-responsive
modes, such as motorcycle taxis or
shared vans, are shown as shaded areas on the map, indicating the places
in which those services operate. The
service summary, similarly derived
from the observation of transport
vehicles, outlines the hours at which
each service typically starts and
ends, and the frequency of service
within specific time periods (such as
weekday AM peak, Sunday evening,
etc.) While the static map is available
online and is updated regularly, it
can also be printed and distributed
to passengers or posted in large
format at bus stops and points of
interchange—especially at transition
zones where formal and informal
networks meet.

The Grassroutes journey planner is available
on multiple platforms, including a smartphone
app, a Web application, and SMS and voicerecognition interfaces.

(2) Transfer to bus C1 (R$2)
[2 min, 8 min].
(3) Alight Nimeyer Ave., cross
bridge, Take mototaxi [7 avail.]
to Amigo Gavea Parque.

<< back

2) Transfer to
bus C1 (R$2) [2
min, 8 min].
3) Alight Nimeyer
Ave., cross bridge, Take mototaxi
[7 avail.] to
Amigo Gavea...

Any user with access to the Internet or
a phone can obtain customized travel
information through the Grassroutes
journey planner. A map-based
interface is accessible on the Internet,
either through a Web browser or a
smartphone app. Users who cannot
access either web platform can obtain
SMS directions, by texting the names
of the origin and destination (whether
a street addresses, cross streets, or
point of interest) and using simple
keywords to specify preferences,
such as maximum fare, travel time, or
walking distance. Directions can also
be obtained over any phone, including
Rio’s ubiquitous payphones or other
land lines, through a voice-activated
menu system, which prompts the user
for the details of the desired journey.
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Spatial and temporal information is provided
in a static map, which shows the routes of fixed
services such as bus routes and rail lines, and the
service areas of demand-responsive services such
as vans and motorcycle taxis.
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Revealing a
network of
seemingly
disconnected
networks
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Grassroutes is able to provide
system-wide information by recording
transport data from a variety of
centralized and distributed sources.
Public bus and rail carriers, for
example, can provide data feeds from
their central servers, while private or
informal operators provide information through GPS-enabled smartphones mounted in their vehicles. The
incentive for transport operators to
purchase this hardware is twofold.
First, by mounting a smartphone
on each vehicle and using the free
Grassroutes operator application, the
transport service will be included in
the Grassroutes network maps and
journey planner. Second, participation
in Grassroutes will provide the
operators with real-time information
about their own fleets as well as those
of other providers.

Like a dedicated automatic vehicle
location (AVL) system, Grassroutes
provides the operator with information that can assist in real-time
fleet management. This enables the
monitoring of service quality and
passenger safety, as well as an ability
to respond to traffic incidents and
to coordinate the timing of transfers
between services. But by sharing realtime information between operators,
complementary or competing services
can respond to one another in real
time, which will increase operator
revenue while providing riders with
better service.

Complementary services, such as
intersecting bus routes, have an
incentive to accommodate passenger
interchanges. By slightly adjusting
their speed or by waiting briefly at a
transfer point, vehicles serving two
intersecting routes can accommodate
an interchange, under the assumption
that some of the passengers on board
either vehicle will transfer to the
other. Competing services, such as
two carriers operating on the same
corridor, can also use system-wide
information to their advantage—for
example, pulling ahead of competitors
to serve upstream stops, ultimately
resulting in a decrease in passenger
wait times.
Grassroutes will be particularly
useful to demand-responsive services,
such as motorcycle taxis or shared
vans. By monitoring the arrival
times of fixed-route services, these
smaller operators can more efficiently
interchange with them. Additionally,
demand-responsive providers can
observe their peers and competitors and distribute themselves
significantly farther away, to reduce
immediate competition and improve
their chances of finding fares.
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Demand-driven services, such as those provided by motorcycle taxis, are continually faced with the choice of whether to drive in search of fares or to wait at
a popular travel origin. Grassroutes can save unnecessary vehicle miles and their related externalities by allowing drivers to park and monitor other transport
services. The Grassroutes smartphone and web interfaces can be customized to provide operators with alerts about key connecting services in their areas. The
passenger volumes of vehicles with automatic passenger counters, such as public buses, can be monitored in real time, enabling other providers to respond at
the transfer location accordingly.
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>> WARNING: only 2 mototaxis at
base station; Bus C2 arriving in
2 min (23 customers on board)
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Grassroutes infers transport services
on all of Rio’s transport modes by
processing data collected from a variety of sources. Where real time data
are already being collected—from
public transport vehicles, bike-share
stations, and large fixed-route
operators for example—Grassroutes
obtains a duplicate data feed from
the provider’s servers. Where real
time data are not already recorded,
the operator supplies a GPS-enabled
smartphone and installs the free
Grassroutes operator app, which
collects spatial and temporal data at
regular intervals.

Vehicle location data from a GPS enabled smart
phone: unprocessed (yellow) and corrected by
DGPS (green).

Vehicle data is sent over the Internet
to the Grassroutes application
server, where it is cleaned and
added to the network model. Since
most smartphone GPS receivers
are less accurate than dedicated
vehicle-location systems, spatial data
are corrected using a differential
GPS (DGPS) system, which compares
the vehicle’s GPS data to that of a
stationary GPS receiver to correct for
tracking errors. Real time DGPS can
be costly, but Grassroutes applies this
correction offline, obviating the need
to rebroadcast the corrected signal
back to the vehicle.
The corrected vehicle tracking data
are then compared to the recent
history of other vehicles serving the

Aggregation of vehicle tracking data: DGPScorrected location data for multiple vehicles
serving the same route (green) are analyzed, and
their average path is snapped to the nearest path
on the road network (blue).

same route, and the spatial average of
the routes is snapped to the nearest
path on the road network. In this way,
service changes will be observed by
the system after a few vehicles serve
the new pattern, without any need for
the operator to explicitly notify the
system of the change.
The network model is used to obtain
the static transport map, which is
available online and which can be
periodically published and printed.
The same model is queried by the
journey planner in real time, as users
request directions from one of several
interfaces.
In addition to tracking the
spatial path of each route or service,
Grassroutes uses temporal data to
infer service hours, travel times, and
service frequencies. The observed
frequencies—the number of vehicles
serving a given stop or location
per hour—are aggregated, yielding
typical frequencies for specified days
of the week and time periods (such
as rush hours, evenings, etc.). Travel
times are inferred in a similar fashion,
and are used by the journey planner
to predict trip lengths or to choose
the quickest route for the specified
origin, destination, and time period.
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Transport System
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
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IINTRODUCTION
Proximo Onibus seeks to improve
access to mobility by revealing
proximity information embedded
with qualitative data for Rio de
Janeiro’s highly complex and
dispersedly managed bus network.
Currently the bus system serves an
average of 9.6 million passengers
per day in Rio de Janeiro State. It is
comprised of 10 unions and over 215
different private bus companies that
currently run over 2,336 municipal
and inter-municipal routes. Thus, in
light of the inherent redundancies
and complexities of the existing
system, this project attempts to
gives passengers the flexibility to
make dynamic trip plans while they
travel and explore the bus network.
This project opens up several
differing nodes for accessing metric
and qualitative information enabling
user to customizing their own route.
In an attempt to choreograph
human movement and to aid the
decision-making processes while
traveling, Proximo Onibus intervenes
inside buses, on displays at bus
stops, and in the palm of your hand
through your mobile phone. Proximo
Onibus aims to target existing
gaps in the current bus network in
Rio, subsequently, heightening a
passenger’s sense of space as they
move throughout Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil.

is plagued by redundancies and
disorder. Lastly, with the multiplicity
of routes that exist, passengers are
unable to make informed decisions
about which buses to take based on
their own personal needs. The buses
can vary significantly between one
to another in terms of cost, comfort,
speed, safety, etc., yet there is no
feedback of this information to the
users.
In response to the current problems
of the tangled, disjointed bus
network in Rio de Janeiro, this
project seeks to provide new means
for gaining access to knowledge
about arrival times that are

Proximo Onibus seeks to improve
access to mobility by exposing
proximity information embedded
with qualitative data for Rio de
Janeiro’s highly complex and
dispersedly managed bus network.
ventilation types, information about
the carbon emitted per mile, and a
user-sourced bus quality ranking
system.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
As only 32% of people commute
throughout Rio de Janeiro by bus,
this project has a mission to provide
new positive incentives for Cariocas
to use the bus network. The existing
conditions of the bus network in Rio
inhibit user comfort, deter new users
from switching modes of transport,
and ultimately limit the efficiency
of travel. Firstly, there are few, if
any, existing maps that express the
routes to the users. In addition, there
is very limited access to information
about headways or arrival schedules.
Secondly, over 215 different private
companies manage the bus routes,
thus the system lacks cohesion and

impregnated with qualitative data.
Unlike a typical bus map, Proximo
Onibus allows the amount of buses
displayed to be filtered by a person’s
individual needs and the proximity
of approaching buses. This project
utilizes a great variety of static and
dynamic data to produce a distilled
set of user-friendly outputs. The
project will be actuated in 3 different
nodes: in the hand of a passenger
attempting to catch a bus, on a
dynamic screen in plain sight of
passengers inside a bus, and overlaid
on a screen displaying routes at
a bus stop. Information provided
includes: occupancy levels, tourist
attractions that a bus passes, bus

Typical traffic congestion when entering Rio’s city
center from the airport.
Photo by Karina Silvester
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AVERAGE TIME SPENT ON
THE BUS DAILY:

(PASSENGERS TRAVELLING DIRECTLY TO WORK)

44.56
MIN

PERCENT OF PEOPLE
USING THE BUS NETWORK:

32%
SETRANSPAS
SETRANSPETRO

SINFRERJ, SINTERJ,
SINDPASS

TOTAL NUMBER OF BUS
ROUTES IN THE STATE OF
RIO DE JANEIRO:

2,336

SETRANSOL
SETRERJ

TRANSONIBUS

RIO ONIBUS

SETRANSDUC

NUMBER OF PRIVATE BUS
COMPANIES:

215
UNIONS:

10

679

Routes

AVERAGE NUMBER OF BUS
PASSENGERS PER DAY:

9.6
MILLION
Rio de Janeiro Zoomed In:
Brazil / Rio de Janeiro State / Rio de Janeiro Municipality
Rio de Janeiro’s bus network is comprised of10 different unions at the state level.
Operating over 2,336 bus routes in the state and 679 different routes in the Municipality of Rio de Janeiro.
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Environmental Rating

Tourist Attractions

Bus Age
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Ventilation System

Air Conditioned

Bus Type
Seating Plan

STATIC

Occupancy Level

Maximum Capacity
Single Ride Price

R$ 0.00

Price

Bilhete Unico Price
Street Route

CO2 Emissions

Stops Visited
Attractions Passed

DYNAMIC

Quality of Bus

Live Location of Bus
Proximity to Stop
Speed of Movement
Schedule / Headways

METERS

Distance from Stop

Occupancy of People
Quality of Interior

XX:XX

Origin Departure Time

YY:YY

Destination Arrival Time

Quality of Exterior
Satefy

DATA TYPOLOGY

ALL DATA

QUALITATIVE / METRIC

This matrix expresses all of the different types of data that exist or could be measured for Rio de Janeiro’s bus network. The data has been split into static and
dynamic sources that then can be distilled into 6 qualitative and 3 metric categories.

DATA PROCESSING

QUALITATIVE DATA

Proximo Onibus pulls together a vast
matrix of both static and dynamic
data to form a concise set of metrics,
providing users with unprecedented
types of information. Existing information will be gather from the Center of Operations of Rio de Janeiro,
SeTRANS, and the individual bus data
from each respective private bus
company. There will be incentive to
provide data for this network of user
displays as they act as free advertising for each company. In addition,
new data will need to be recorded
in real time from GPS trackers and
passenger counters installed on
every bus. Lastly, a user feedback
mechanism can also be set in place to
allow users to provide ratings about
the bus that they are currently riding.
By pulling together this data, seen in
the matrix above, a set of icons can
be created to better understand the
quality of the bus one plans to ride.

Proximo Onibus gives users the ability to make decisions based upon personal preferences. Subsequently, the
experience of riding a bus becomes
more enjoyable and personalized.
The data that will be provided for the
user with Proximo Onibus:
01 . Occupancy: The live ridership
percentage will be expressed by a
trichromatic method animating a bus
icon as green, yellow, or red. As a result, passengers will be able to better
predict if they will be sitting or standing on their trip. This occupancy data
will be collected and processed to
correctly express the ebbs and flows
of people through the turnstile at
the front of the bus and through the
installation of an optical passenger
counter sensor on the back door.
02. Touristic/iconic attractions: A set
of icons will show passengers which
tourist attractions a specific route
passes close to.

03 . Ventilation type: This represents
whether or not the particular bus
contains air conditioning. This is of
particular interest given the humid,
hot tropical weather of Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
04 . Price: This expresses the cost to
the user for each bus.
05 . Environmental: CO2 emissions
will also be tracked to produce a
new ranking matrix for each bus
type in Rio de Janeiro. Providing
this information to individuals will
help to improve their consciousness
with regards to their environmental
impact.
06 . Overall bus quality: This is a user
ranked quality system where users
can rank the quality of the bus that
they are riding while on board the
bus using a 1 to 5 star ranking scale.
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NEW METRICS
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In addition to the qualitative data, as
a bus moves through Rio de Janeiro,
distances, schedules, and proximities
will be experienced and measured in
a new dynamic map accessible to all
potential riders. In addition to the
distance and time to the stop, Proximo Onibus maps will also express
the radius in which a passenger can
travel in 15 minutes. This allows users to learn more about new routes
and how to access new locations
while they travel. In addition, at bus
stops, a screen will display similar
information that is bus stop specific.
In other words, a base map with all
routes that pass through a particular
stop will be animated with approaching buses, displaying only the routes
that are within a 15-minute radius.
This gives the passenger at the stop a
simplistic way of understanding the
approaching buses and where the
routes could potentially take them.

01

PASSENGERS ON BUS
APPROACHING STOP

02

PASSENGERS AT STOP
WAITING FOR BUS

03

PASSENGERS
WALKING TO STOP
As one zooms in on any particular bus network scenario, there are always 3 types of users that require
information about the local conditions and proximity of approaching buses. These three passenger types
are the targeted users: a person riding a bus approaching a stop, a passenger at a stop waiting for
a bus, and lastly someone moving towards a stop.
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INSIDE A BUS
As a bus moves throughout Rio de
Janeiro, a dynamic map inside the
bus shows riders information about
the upcoming stop. In addition to
the distance and time to the stop, the
map will also display all other buses
within a 15 minute radius that are
also moving towards the same stop.
Additionally, the map will express
where the inbound buses will travel
after passing through the stop. This
allows for the passengers on a bus to
gain new insight into the buses and
routes that intersect and run in parallel with the one they are on. In addition, this map can give passengers
information about the occupancy of
other buses in proximity to it, helping
to distribute the ridership across different buses serving similar routes.

Next stop:
Arriving in:

5 MINUTES

Potential Transfers Shown Below:

CURRENT STOP
STANDING ROOM ONLY
SOME SEATS AVALIABLE
VACANT

Proximo Onibus repurposes the panel behind the bus driver’s seat to become the information beacon of the bus. The map shown on this panel dynamically
expresses information about the buses and access radii associated with the subsequent stop that the bus is approaching.
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AT A BUS STOP

BUS
STOP

BUS
STOP

For Stop and
Limited Route
Information

Stop ID
Number
or Name

Street Name
For Estimated
Arrival Times:

For estimated time arrivals:

download

ONIOCU App

Route Numbers:

or

text location/stop/
destination/time to:

ONIOCU

This shows a more static bus stop display method where simple signage can indicate to the person waiting at the stop how to gain access to dynamic information
through the use of their cell phone.
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At larger bus stops, screens will be installed to display information about
a 15-minute radius around the stop.
The intervention at the stop behaves
similarly to that of the screen on the
bus; however, instead, of varying as
the bus moves, instead it updates as
buses approach the stop. The buses
displayed on the map are only the
ones within a 15-minute radius of the
stop and their routes are shown up to
15 minutes away from the stop. This
gives the person at the stop a better
sense of proximities and waiting
times. In addition, all other local
bus stops and public transportation
nodes will be displayed on the map;
this will provide an alternative outlet
for commuters if the bus system is
particularly congested.
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IN YOUR HAND

Static posters at stops direct
passengers on how to message into
ONI-OCU to receive a text based
response expressing the arrival
times of buses that go to their
desired location. In addition, the
results can be limited based upon a
qualitative preference of the user.
Furthermore, an application for
smart phones has been developed
to allow for even more personal
customization. For the smart phone
application, the user is able to create
a profile with individual preferences.
Thus, every time the individual
wants to research a route, they can
filter the results based on personal
interests.

The ability to make decisions based
upon personal preferences makes
the experience of riding a bus more
enjoyable and personal. In order
to give people the most access to
knowledge about the network at
all times, Proximo Onibus also has
included a SMS response system and
a Smart Phone application as two
more nodes of intervention. Thus,
the project can utilize hardware that
everyone already has to give people
more access to transportation
information.

01

02

Welcome to
ONI-OCU
Customize your route
suggestions based upon
your own preferences!

More Information
about Criteria

Indicate
Priority
Criteria:
(check all
that apply)

Create a profile here:

Atrações
Ar Condicionado
Qualidade
Preço
Ocupação

Login:

Ambiental

Password:

Use Current Location
Filter
Method:

(select one)

Use Profile Criteria
Provide New Criteria
Show All Routes

Time:

Bus Times
estimated arrivals
180
325
010
180
250

Cosme Velho - Central
Cosme Velho - Central

4 minutes
7 minutes

Cosme Velho - Central

11 minutes

Cosme Velho - Central

14 minutes

Cosme Velho - Central

21 minutes

Stop:
Direction:
Destination:

R$

2.75

Customized Profile

CUSTOMIZED
PROFILE

R$ 0.00

1105

04

03

Route:
Save Route

Bus Map
estimated arrivals

Search

Save Personal Quality
Preferences

Route Search Template

Timetable vs. Map

SAVE PERSONAL
QUALITY
PREFERENCES

ROUTE SEARCH
TEMPLATE

TIMETABLE
VS. MAP
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1. SEND A TEXT MESSAGE TO ONIOCU (664-628)
2. INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
A. Origin Stop (starting point of trip)
B. Desired Destination Stop (end of trip)
C. Desired Departure Time
D. Customize Your Results by Adding the
Following to Your Message (optional):
CHOOSE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE
A PRIORITY FOR YOU DURING YOUR TRAVEL
TO FILTER RESULTING BUS SCHEDULES:
Atrações

AC

Ocupação

Preço

R$

air
conditioning

occupancy

Ambiental

2.75
cost to
ride

emissions
level

3. RECEIVE BEST 5 ESTIMATED ARRIVAL TIMES
EXAMPLE:
1

2

TO:

TO:

664-628

664-628

MESSAGE:

MESSAGE:

A. 11:00
B. Praia de Botafogo
C. Nossa Senhora de
Copacabana
D. AC, Preco

A static map at a bus stops helps users without a smart phone gain similar levels of promixity and
qualitative data through a Short Message Service (SMS) system.

NI-OCU

nibus Informação e
pação na sua mão

180
Cosme Velho - Central
(via Largo do Machado)
Atrações
Ar Condicionado
Qualidade
Preço

R$

2.75

Ocupação
sistema operacional*

Ambiental

Qualitative information is expressed to a passenger in the palm of their hand with Proximo Onibus’ application: ONI-OCU. Each approaching bus contains data
about attractions it passes by, its ventilation type, a user driven quality rating, the price, a dynamic occupancy percentage, and its environmental rating.
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WANT TO KNOW WHEN THE NEXT BUS FOR YOU
WHILE ARRIVE...It’s easy A-B-C-D
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OUTSIDE
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INSIDE

IN

0

Door
threshold

OUT

0

IN

0

OUT

0

OUTSIDE
INSIDE

PCN-1001
PASSENGER
COUNTER

OUTSIDE
INSIDE

IN

1

OUT

0

The number of people leaving a bus is tracked using an Optical Passenger Counter that tracks the people
passing throught the exit door threshold.

DATA PROCESSING
To actuate this project some new
infrastructural requirements will
need to be instituted throughout the
bus network to standardize all the
various private companies on to the
same platform.

A First, a GPS tracker will be need
to be installed on each bus if a
company would like to participate in
the system. This will track the buses
in real time and will provide dynamic
live data about arrival times and
distances to stops. In addition, this
will allow for areas of congestion to
be controlled and alleviated.
B The second intervention is that of
implementing a method for counting the amount of people that are
riding the bus at any given time.
The entrance and exit egress on the
buses of Rio de Janeiro is primarily a
one-way system where passengers
must pass through a turnstile at the
front of the bus and all passengers
exit through the back door. Thus,
the number of incoming passengers
could easily be counted by monitoring the rotations of the front turnstile. However, for the back door, an
optical passenger counter will need
to be installed to sense the amount
of people that are exiting.
One such passenger counter is the
PCN-1001 made by EUROTECH; this

DURACOR 1 XXX
RUGGED AVL
PLATFORM

passenger counter is a compact and
fully integrated device based on noncontact stereoscopic vision technology. The optical counter also records
time and date information, which will
enable statistical analysis at a later
time. The PCN-1001 counts passengers entering or leaving buses at an
97% accuracy. The PCN-1001 would
be embedded in the bus ceiling above
the exit doorway. Using stereoscopic
cameras, the passenger counter
captures images of the area below
the panel and is able to analyze the
height, shape, and direction of any
object within the detection zone. The
system works with infrared LEDs,
which allow for it to operate in any
lighting condition. In addition, the
passenger counter can be interfaced
with Eurotech’s mobile computing
systems to allow for data synthesis
and display on screens throughout
the bus network.
C Lastly, the coordination of the
different types of data collectors will
need to be streamlined to produce a
cohesive data set.
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OUT

OCCUPANCY SPECIFIC INFORMATION

100% OCCUPANCY
MAX CAPACITY

0

MOTION / HEAT SENSOR
COUNTING ALL
LEAVING PASSENGERS

50% STANDING
OCCUPANCY

IN

100 % SEATING
OCCUPANCY

75 % SEATING
OCCUPANCY

50 % SEATING
OCCUPANCY

25 % SEATING
OCCUPANCY

EMPTY

CURRENT
RIDERSHIP
PERCENT

0

DISPLAY METHODS

1105

R$

2.75

IN

1105

0

OUT

0

IN

1

OUT

0

R$

2.75

Ridership percentages will be displayed through the use of a trichromatic scale: green expresses that
the bus has less that 50% of its seating occupied; yellow indicates that 50 to 100 percent of the seats are
occupied; and red symbolizes that no more seats are avaliable.

The total net number of passengers on the bus is determined by counting the number of riders that pass
through the front turnstile and subtracting the people counted leaving through the exit.
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TURNSTILE COUNTING
ALL INCOMING
PASSENGERS

NEW BUS SYSTEM
TOTAL ROUTES: 679
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DATA SYNTHESIS
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217
Routes

193
Routes

148
Routes

CENTRO DA CIDADE
SANTA CRUZ
TRANSCARIOCA
INTERNORTE
INTERSUL

121
Routes

Served by all 679 Routes

The municipality has a total of 679 routes that all serve the center of the City of Rio de Janeiro. Proximo
Onibus synchronizes and provides communication avenues between the different routes, enabling traffic
to run more smoothly within the city center and the municipality as a whole.

GPS

TURNSTILE

DURACOR
RUGGED AVL
PLATFORM (1xxx )

3G

PCN-1001

PASSENGER COUNTER

INFORMATION
DISPLAY

PASSENGER’S
PHONE

Technological Systems Map. This diagram displayes all the different data collectors, processors, and displays that are interlaced together for Promixo Onibus.
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EMPTY to 50 %
OF SEATS OCCUPIED
50 to 100%
OF SEATS OCCUPIED
STANDING ROOM ONLY
to MAXIMUM CAPACITY

EMPTY to 50 % OF SEATS OCCUPIED
50 to 100% OF SEATS OCCUPIED
STANDING ROOM ONLY to MAXIMUM CAPACITY

As a bi-product, Promixo Onibus generates large amounts of data that can be used to generate analysis on how the network is working in real time. Moments of
congestion can be located and dissolved. In addition, modifications in headways and routes can be made to optimize the system for the future.
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Karina is from Santa Monica,
California, and she earned a Bachelor
of Arts in Architecture at Princeton
University in 2010. While at Princeton
she worked with advisor Christine
Boyer to produce an Independent
Senior Thesis “The Persistent Dream
of a Modernized Brazil: The Failure
of Rio de Janeiro’s Early 20th Century
Urban Planning.” Upon graduating
she received Princeton’s Shellman
Travel Grant for Architecture. She
travelled throughout sixteen large
European cities, dissecting the
city as a landscape of identity and
anonymity.
Subsequently, she has continued her
studies as she now pursues a Master
of Architecture at MIT. Last spring
she collaborated with Yihyun Lim and
Kyle Coburn in actuating “Gradated
Field”: an installation of 150 white
plaster mounds, each inversely cast
with a parametric and reusable jig,
for MIT’s 150th FAST Festival. The
installation activated an otherwise
banal gateway into MIT’s campus.
Through the new sensation of the
place, the space was activated with
kinetic motion.
In privileging human scale
experiences over top down mapping,
Karina has a personal interest in
fusing technology with design to aid
people in utilizing and living better
in cities.

R6
Anthropolis
by Michela Barone Lumaga








SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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Anthropo-: combining form of ancient
Greek aνθρωποs, man, human
Polis: noun πoλιs, city, citizenship,
body of citizens
In an age where physical boundaries
are overlapping with digital
landscapes, this project shows the
relationship between the movement
of residents (“Cariocas”) and the
neighborhoods in which they live.
The majority of Rio de Janeiro’s
population works in the city but
lives in the suburbs. The recently
introduced Bilhete Unico (BU) is the
first intermunicipal ticket that gives
a subsidy to the passenger for the
cost of the trip. Cariocas make 780
millions trips daily using BU. One of
the main causes of informality and
subsequent illegality of Rio’s work
environment and housing situation is
the prohibitive cost of transportation.
In fact, employers are compelled to
pay higher transportation costs for
workers living far from their place of
employment. This creates a scenario
were employees face the difficult
choice of either accepting lower
salaries, or moving to the nearest
favelas.
Public transportation connects the
neighborhoods and people of Rio
de Janeiro together. Can digital
technologies and retrieving data
from the Bilhete Unico positively
affect social change, and establish a
meaningful relationship between the
built environment and the people in
Rio de Janeiro? Can we represent the
face of the city through the actual,
real-time movement of its citizens?
The goal of this project is to change
the conventional perception of
the city as a physical territory with
defined boundaries and to articulate
a varied landscape that reflects the
actions of the citizens and the way
they live in the urban environment.
The project promotes public
awareness and a sense of community,
disaggregating the physical and
mental limits created by stereotypes,
criminality and corruption by
blurring the borders between people.

Mapping represents both a
sociopolitical vision of the city, and,
as Bruno Latour states, “a selected
perspective of the city, that possesses
an intrinsic cultural value and reflects
the ideologies that are embedded
in it”. With the aid of new digital
technologies, we can generate new
methods to understand our cities.
If, a human feedback behavior is
triggered by observing a certain
phenomenon, can the way we map
and visualize our cities create a
positive direction for society?

Anthropolis
illustrates the
variety and
heterogeneous
mosaic of
people in Rio
de Janeiro’s
public transit
spaces, breaking
the boundaries
between the
formal and
informal city.

Focusing on the importance of
displaying the dynamics of the daily
life of the city, the local belongings
and the provenance of the citizens,
this project creates a new icon for the
city by analyzing real time data from
the subway transportation system.
The physical presence of people
in subway stations allows data
retrieval from the BU, which includes
their home address indicating
where they come from. Anthropolis
combines this aggregated data into a
visualization that shows the city as a
united community. It acknowledges
the specific characteristics of
neighborhoods near a subway
station by visually depicting the
origin of every passenger, revealing
the socio-economic organization of
the city. Anthropolis this investigates
the attitudes of the citizens and how
they interact with the city.
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Portuaria
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São Cristovão
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180.992
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Tijuca
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Lagoa
22,47 Km2

Relationship between administrative regions of
Rio de Janeiro, population and size.

Penha
13,96 Km2

Inhaúma
10,88 Km2

The city of Rio de Janeiro covers an
area of 1.244 km², that is divided
into 33 administrative regions with
159 neighborhoods, which 6 million
citizens inhabit. The relationship
between the size of each neighborhood and the density of people is
not linear. For example, Botafogo, a
rather small central neighborhood
has almost twice as many people as
Guaratiba, a neighborhood on the
periphery of the city.
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39.973
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
A city’s collective cultural memory
is often thought to be housed in its
static, historical artifacts of every
urban environment. The moving flow
of people using buses, cars, trains,
and tell us of the story of the city, as
much as the configurations of the
neighborhoods, or the materiality of
the buildings. Anthropolis focuses
on the Botafogo subway station
of Linha 1, but it can be applied to
any other public station, or transfer
point in the city. Linha 1 connects
a central part of Rio de Janeiro
passing through neigborhoods, such
as Botafogo which clearly reflects
the stark contrasts of the city.
Favela Morro Santa Marta, Favela
Humanita, Favela Mangueira, Favela
Morro Dos Cabritos, Favela Da Marta
and Favela Benjamin Constant all
occupy the external boundaries of
this neighborhood, underlining the
physical adjacency of low income
settlements to the formal city.

Map of the transportation system in Rio de Janeiro
in 2016.

Map of the physical landscape of Rio in pink, the
urban occupation in grey, and the subway station
distribution in black.
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The total number of passengers moving through the Linha 1 subway in one day, and location within the city.
The higher the peak, the greater the number of people transported.

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
The physical presence of the people
at Botafogo station at a specific
time of the day, and their tap-ins
when passing through the gates,
allow for the retrieval of household
data, which can generate a dynamic
map that relates in real time

the information about physical
provenance of Cariocas and the place
of the city that they are visiting.
Anthropolis uses this retrieved
individual data from Bilhete Unico to
sensitize the urban population on the
collective movements of the city.
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+

+

When a tap happens at a gate, household information is collected, feeding a visualization that reveals the passengers home neighborhood.
The physical interaction between the citizen with the subway system (tapping) and the digital data that is collected generates a feedback loop that marries time,
space and the dynamics of citizen movement in the city.
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Visualization of the Bilhete Unico and the generated feedback loop that establish connections between
the territory of Rio de Janeiro and its citizens
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+

Jacaperagua’
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Ramee

Botafogo

Tijuca
Guaratiba

8:00 AM

Madureiro

1800
Copacabana

1500
1200
900
600
300

10:00 AM
Every peak of this three dimensional visualization represents the quantity of taps from people originating
from the same neighborhood, every color and peak is associated with a specific neighboorod of the city.

Meier

As an example from 7:00AM to 8:00AM at Botafogo station, the larger peak in the middle represents
people from the same neighborhood traveling to reach other job sites in the city.
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Meier
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6:00 PM

900
600
300

Graphic translation of amount of people traveling
into the Botafogo neighborhood. The space
between the lines represents 300 people passing
through the station gates.
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THE INSTALLATION
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What if, while waiting for the subway,
we could, with a glance, understand
where the people that surround us
come from? Design and technology
permits a system that can reveal
the processes occuring in the city.
Anthropolis uses the Bilhete Unico
technology to discover hidden types
of spatial relationships that connect
locations and the urban population. The urban light mosaic will be
installed in Botafogo station, offering
passengers a new visual reading of
their city. Anthropolis consists of several hundred strips of LEDs that are
linked to the turnstiles of the subway
and generate a live color shift that
changes throughout the day according to the quantity of passengers and
their provenance.
View of the proposed installation
in Botafogo subway.

Strips of LEDs that will make up
the ever-changing light mural of the city.
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REMIXED CITY
Anthropolis traces the whole picture
of a city, relating the territory to the
citizens temporary redistribution and
movement within the city. It gathers
the randomness associated with
collective movement and reveals
the various social, cultural behaviors
associated with displacement travel
performed daily by its citizens. The
project creates a visual atlas that

speaks of the network of relations
between different neighborhoods
and provides information on
how the physical presence of the
people enriches them over time.
This work also shows the potential
urban impact of the transportation
system, and how it promotes social
development.
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Images courtesy of Aditya Barve,
and Slobodan Radoman

Michela is a designer, researcher
and artist currently enrolled in the
post-professional SMArchS program
in the Architecture and Urbanism
at MIT. She is investigating how to
create spaces that have a direct
and meaningful connection with
the human body, formulating
technological and innovative
proposals that aim to generate a
better relationship between people
and the built environment. She is
interested in design and perception,
as well as in new technologies
that allow us to control the
characteristics of materials to tailor
them precisely to their usage.
Since her graduation at Politecnico
di Milano, Michela has worked
internationally both in Europe and
USA, collaborating with Jo Coenen
Architects in the Netherlands, Cino
Zucchi in Italy and Michael Sorkin in
New York.
As a student at the MIT, she is
researching non-homogenous
materials and physically
programmable surfaces with
Professor Mark Goulthorpe. She is
also working as a teaching assistant
for Professor Joel Lamere in the
graduate Architectural Design Studio.
Recently her art work on light and
depth perception, digitally fabricated
with CNC router, “Sfumatura Mobile”,
has been showcased in the MIT
Museum.
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Alemão’s Fifth Façade
by Slobodan Radoman

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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DESCRIPTION
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Alemão’s Fifth Façade is a
transformation of the roofscape
of Complexo do Alemão – one of
the largest favela complexes in
Rio de Janeiro – that uses art and
installation to augment the social
and physical world of the favelas.
By integrating the bird’s eye view
from the recently hyphen built cable
car system with art installations
on the roofs of the favela – a
direct product of community
crowdsourcing – the project has
a twofold role: to enlighten and
unveil the cultural potential of the
favelas and to stimulate community
socio-economic development.
For some time, favelas have been
the subject of artistic interventions,
most of which have taken place on
the walls of the buildings, and rarely
on the roofs. With the initiation
of the cable car system, Complexo
do Alemão has the opportunity
to take advantage not only of the
buildings’ four wall façades, but
also of the roofs – the fifth façade.
For a visitor to the favela, the bird’s
eye view from the cable car is itself
already extremely compelling; yet,
beside the initial astonishment,
one is left with very little to gauge
about the life in this extraordinary
environment. With exception of a few
wide streets and labeled objects, it
is difficult to distinguish community
buildings, shops, restaurants, stores,
schools, and other public buildings
from the residential buildings.
This is due to the fact that favela
residents for long time felt the
need to hide their identities and
keep all the significant qualities
inside their homes/businesses,
thus paying little attention to the
exterior image of the favela.

The recent pacifying program has
turned some favelas – Complexo do
Alemão included – into places that
give hope for a better future. It is now
imperative to help develop the sense
of community and open the favelas
to the rest of the city, thus bridging
the gap between the informal and
formal areas of Rio de Janeiro.

Fifth façade
uses art and
installation to
augment favela’s
social and
physical world.
Using art as a vehicle to better the
life in favela, Alemão’s Fifth Façade
project uses crowdsourcing to
generate images about the favela
and the city of Rio, in a way that
enables individuals in the favela
to declare their own individuality
while at the same time contributing
towards the creation of the larger,
community image of the favela.
Therefore, Alemão’s Fifth Façade
enables the community to discover
what it cares about, the first step
towards making a change.

The production of the art installation
through crowdsourcing has three
main steps. The first one is the
collaborative crowdsourcing step
which helps define the objective
of the art installation. This is done
through an open source internet
platform and community centers of
favelas, which enable the inhabitant
to vote for a preferred topic.
Upon the established topic of interest,
the second step is to design the art
installation through the process
of competitive crowdsourcing:
proposed installation ideas are
uploaded on the website and at
the community center, for the
inhabitants to vote for the best ones.
The final step includes art installation
production, which is done through
collective artistic painting sessions
in such a way so that produce
the final visualization – a large
community image – which when
placed on the roofs of the favela
will represents the largest artistic
installations ever made in the favelas.
As part of the creation of the big
image, individuals can also choose
to send a personal message to their
roof, although it will be aesthetically
altered in order to match the final
community image. Instead of panels
the community may decide to use
other mediums, such a sballoons
of different colors, or to initiate
projects that involve green garden
production on the rooftops.
The final product will be the product
of the community benefitting the
favela, while individual canvas can be
used by the owners of the roofs that
are participating in the installation.

The cable car experience of the
art installations is principle to
ameliorating the favela’s economic
condition. By taking advantage
of the mosaic properties of the
installations, the rider is able
to recognize the canvas of the
overall image, each of which has a
specifically assigned position. For
those able to use smart phones, it will
be possible to use the GIS data and
programming interface application
(PIA) to generate real time information
about specific buildings that are
part of the installation and have
particularly interesting information.
Imagine, for example, the installation
of the flag of the best favela football
team during the World Cup 2014. Since
the installation image of the team will
be comprised of a myriad of roof tops,
it will always be possible to allocate
each of these canvases and assign
them particular priorities based on
what the building below the panel
actually represents. For example, if a
restaurant is carrying a canvas of the
winning team’s flag, then it is possible
to label that canvas with the name
of the restaurant and other features
such as the menu, opening hours etc.

Each cable car station in Complexo do Alemão has
art pieces that are produced by and thus
represent specific favela communities.

Once in a cable car, the rider has
the ability to take a photo of an
image that specifically captured
their attention. Upon arrival at the
cable car station, the rider now
has the possibility to start the
tour of the favela with an already
acquired sense of recognition and
knowledge about the favela life.
By overlaying the real time
information about the targeted
buildings, the project builds a
relationship between the tourist and
the local community. Tourists are
also provided with the opportunity
to enrich this relationship by voting
for the best favela image during their
ride, both te individual roof as well
as the collective image. At the same
time tourists learn about the qualities
of the community within the favelas,
they also have the opportunity to
acquire information on the services
provided by the favelas. The cable
car becomes more than just a mode
of transportation, but rather it
becomes a part of the rich favela
experience as well. To conclude, by
offering such rich experience the
Fifth Façade project represents a
universal way of connecting people
removing language barriers.
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Using the internet platform for
crowdsourcing, the community
behind the art installation production
can potentially become much larger
than that of the favelas: for events
such as Rio +20, World Cup 2014 and
Olympic Games 2016, people from
all around the world can submit
proposals for installations which will
then be opened to a vote by favela
inhabitants and the best images will
be produced in a similar process as
already described. Alemão’s Fifth
Façade sees this as an opportunity
to generate the capital necessary for
the production of art installations.
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average height 30-35m
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5 to 10 minutes
of average
commuting

M

Average height
of the concrete
columns is 40m

Connection to
favela’s informal
modes of transportation

Connection with
the Supervia
and Metro
First Station

Final Station

First Station

Cable Car serves as a zone of transition between the formal and informal modes of transportation in Comlexo do Alemão.
Currently, however, the cable car does not take advantage of the potential to connect the tourists and favela’s residents.

Tourist

Tourist

Tourist

?

Favela Residents

How to convey to cable car riders the cultural
and socio-economic characteristics of the favelas?
How to enable the locals to voice themselves?

Favela Residents

Is there a way to connect to all the inhabitants
while at the same time being able to connect
with them individually?

Favela’s Fifth Facade

Favela’s Fifth Facade, through collective
crowdsourcing, enables locals to voice themselves
and be heard by the rest of the world.
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The bird’s eye view from the cable car is a perfect opportunity to take advantage of the buildings’ fifth facade - the roofscape - and favela’s dense
urban typology.
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
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The Fifth Façade and cable car benefit
the favela inhabitants and the visiting
tourists alike. The residents of the
favela’s have the opportunity to voice
their opinion about their economic
state, community issues, publicly
announce their business or real estate
opportunities, or simply state their
current interests, hobbies etc.
For example, a person can announce
an ad for their website, products
they are willing to sell/exchange, or
they can promote their green garden.
Additionally, the residents can rent
their rooftop for someone else’s use
at times, depending on the nature
of the offer. Whatever the residents
decide to do, the decision should
follow the collective crowdsourcing
principles outlined for each specific
project.

The collective crowdsourcing
represents the greatest asset of the
Fifth Façade project. The community
representatives have the opportunity
to organize, promote, and publicize
events through the Fifth Façade in
a way that has not been experience
before. Both the locals and the
visitors become aware of the events
in the favelas, that may have been
previously hidden and undiscovered.
The crowdsourcing and participation
of a big number of people is a direct
incentive for the city of Rio de Janeiro
to further invest into the favelas,
which in turn can continue to develop
and integrate with the rest of the city.

}
Average height
of the concrete
columns is 40m

out the map with routes that lead to
specific destinations, thus making the
navigation in the favela significantly
easier. Tourists are also given the
opportunity to leave their mark on
the community by participating in
voting and deciding which of the
collective crowdsourced installations
is displayed.

Touring Complexo do Alemão (source: http://noticias.r7.com, 2012)
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Tourists can largely benefit from the
Fifth Façade project. When riding the
cable car tourists are not able to fully
comprehend what they are seeing
and what activities are happening
below. Having the opportunity to
recognize some of the activities and
thus relate to them is of immediate
importance to the visitors. Upon
arrival at the cable car station, the
tourist can obtain further information
about the event or activity that is
taking place in the favela; in addition
to the real-time information, the
tourist has the opportunity to print
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Collective Crowdsourcing Scenario I: Miss Alemão 2012
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Collective Crowdsourcing Rules:
60% Personal Image
40% Community Image

Locate your house’s roof

Collective crowdsourcing image is a product of
each individual’s input, both in terms of voting
and in terms of image production.
Each individual keeps the right to represent their
individuality within a group. This is a principle
similar to that of the carnivals.

Collective Crowdsourcing Scenario II: Visit of President Barack Obama
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User is assigned 2 colors and has
the freedom to write 20% in text.

Locate your house roof

EU AMO OBAMA!

Obama’s image is created through a script which
inolved the five colors that are distributed to the
inhabitants.

Communication
via the Fifth
Façade: a universal
language that
everyone is able to
understand.
Fifth Façade project engages each
favela inhabitant by asking them
to register their house within the
favela, so that they are able locate
their roof on the map. This way the
favela community becomes more
transparent and in turn becomes
easier to navigate for other purposes
such as mail delivery, voting,
community outreach etc. While this
process is voluntary it is imperative
for the project that people are able
to register themselves so that they
are able to receive information via
mobile devices about the trends

of the changing art installations or
any other relevant information. The
element of collective crowdsourcing
in producing art installation for the
above two scenarios is essential.
The communication between the
community members and visitors
becomes much more alive and
direct. The roof becomes a means of
communication, just like the mobile
phone or a computer. Note that the
color combinations for the overall
image are limited to ensure the
success of the image.
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Collective Crowdsourcing Rules:

URBAN INTERACTIONS
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The collective crowdsourcing kiosk
(CCK) is a physical object installed
at common public places such as
at cable car stations, community
centers, or plazas. The purpose of
CCK is twofold: on the one hand it
distributes the real-time information
about the events that are happening
in the favelas, giving navigation
instructions, while on the other hand
the kiosk also generates real time
data about the profiles of tourists
that are visiting as well as about their

Slobodan Radoman

experience in the favela. Given this
data, the kiosk is able to generate
suggestions for improving the public
spaces of the favelas. In addition
to serving as information hot spot,
CCK is crucial in stimulating the
placemaking activities.
We can map out the locations of CCKs
in Complexo do Alemão in such a way
that kiosks themselves represent
destination points, as well as points
through which people just pass by on

My favorite bar is
in Pele’s left eye!

Art installation of a mosaic enables
the user to easily navigate by reference.

their way to the next thing. The actual
mapping of Complexo do Alemão
becomes an adventure that is directly
related to the art installations.
Instead of relying on an image of a
typical map, the tourists of Complexo
do Alemão would rely on the mutual
relationships between several
different images that are a product
of the fifth facade development (see
below).

urban look through the Fifth Façade
project. With each neighborhood
having varied affinities towards
different sports, the favelas can turn
into different installation images.
The local communities can produce
images which could turn into maps,
each of which would have clearly
labelled favela landmarks and
important buildings/institutions
such as hospitals, schools, cinemas,
community centers. As technology
advances and there will be an

increasing number of smart phone
users, consequently it is crucial
that art installation maps become
available on the internet for updates
and other services.
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In addition to addressing the issue
of navigation in the favelas, the
Fifth Façade project becomes
extremely important for urban
interactions when we bear in mind
the upcoming global events in Rio
de Janeiro including Rio +20, World
Cup, and Olympic Games. Given
that during these events there will
be a myriad of opportunities to
express one’s opinion about sports
events, Complexo do Alemão has the
opportunity to completely change its
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
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The favela inhabitant can either
communicate to the rest of the
community via the collective
crowdsourcing kiosk or through sms
The technology used for the Fifth
messaging system, which enables
Façade project is extremely low. It can
each inhabitant to vote for the
be analyzed from two angles: that of
the technology for the Fifth Façade,
collective installation project. This
is also done through the website
and that for conveying the messages
which the local communities help to
at the urban scale (both for the
set up. If the user has a smart phone
purposes of navigation and collective
then the registration and collection
crowdsourcing). At the moment, the
collective crowdsourcing kiosk (CCK)
of information about the installation
piece is much more adaptable to the
is the core information provider in
real-time changes. However, due to
the communication chain. It consists
the low technology in the favelas,
of a plasma touch screen which
the installation takes part during
enables the user to locate their house
specific times throughout the year,
roof - in case of a favela resident,
each of which is well publicized. Both
this information is protected with
the visitors and the local inhabitants
a code. To gain information about
are able to take the photos from the
any particular event or building
cable car and upload those at the CCK
in the favela, this information is
upon which they can also receive a
available to everyone. CCK also has
print out of, for a small price, in turn
a printing system which allows for
promoting the favelas worldwide.
maps of the favelas to be printed. CCK
Visitors will in particular
will benefit
further enables favela’s inhabitants TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
from the installation maps.
to communicate about businesses
or the exchange of goods; in a way,
CCK serves as a market place for the
favela.

Tourist takes a photo from the cable car.

Collective crowdsourcing kiosk
is awaiting the tourists.

printer
touch screen

cable car

CCK
11.320 Digital City Design Workshop: Senseable Places | Final Review

regular phone/cell
phone/laptop

digital camera

internet server

Technology system for the collective crowdsourcing.

Slobodan Radoman

Low technology ways of coloring the fifth facade.
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Benjamin and Elizabeth Johnson, Ultra Low
Resolution LED Screen Gaming.
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With respect to the technology used
for decorating the roofs of the favelas
buildings, the principle is also to use
very low technology. Similar to the
carnival rules, pretty much anything
is allowed as long as the users
respect the rules of the collective
crowdsourcing. The installation
organizers would provide some of the
necessary low technology materials,
and other materials such as balloons,
or paint. It is up to the creativity of
the favela’s neighborhoods to always
respond in an innovative way.
An alternative to the low tech is
the use of ultra-low resolution LED
screens, which would allow for a
real-time change of the images.
Depending on the funding this could
be developed in cases where sponsors
are acquired, particularly during the
World Cup and the Olympic Games.
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URBAN INTERACTIONS
AS A SYMBOL
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The overall image of the Fifth Façade
art installation ends up becoming
the symbol of the favela, the means
of communication with the rest of
the world. Thanks to the geographic
proximity to the airport, Complexo do
Alemão has the potential to become a
new artistic door to the city.

(image: Seu Jorge’s image installed as part of the
Fifth Façade project).
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